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Our object is to indicate how lrge classes of finite simple groups, specifically
those iItroduced by Chevlley [5], Suzuki [21], Ree [14], ad us [16], ca be
studied profitably with the id of the theory of linear lgebric groups. We
shll refer to these groups as groups of Chewlley type, the first-mentioned s
untwisted, the rest s twisted.

First we recall some fcts bout linear lgebric groups, ll tken from [7].
Assume given a lgebriclly closed field k. A (liaer) lgebric group is
subgroup of some GL,(k) which is t the sume time a Mgebric set (i.e. the
complete set of solutions of set of polynomials) ia the spce determined by
the n mtric coefficients. The Zriski topology, iI which the closed sets re
the lgebric sets, is used. Aa lgebric group is sid to be simple if it is
connected, hs only discrete, i.e. finite, aoatriviM aormM (Mgebric) sub-
groups, ad is Iot Abelia. The simple lgebric groups hve been classified
by Chewlley [7] in. the Killiag-Crta tradition. Thus there re the classical
types A, B, C, D nd the five exceptional types E, E, Es, F ad G.
As examples we my mention the groups PSL or SL, (of type A), SO, or
Spia (of type B or D depending oI the prity of n), Sp, (of type C),
the group of utomorphisms of the Cyley lgebr (of type G).
The connection between simple algebraic groups ad simple finite groups

comes from the fct that muay of the ltter, 11 of those mentioned ia the first
sentence bove, rise s fixed-point groups of eadomorphisms of the former.
The bsic tool for studying the ltter with the id of the theory of lgebric

groups is the following exteisioa of result of Lag [13].

(A) Let G be connected linear lgebric group ad a (Mgebric)
endomorphism of G onto G such that G, the group of fixed points, is finite.
Then the mp G -- G defied by x x(x- is suriective.

This is proved ia [20]. Here we will sketch proof ia u special cse, ia which
x x, the result of replacing ech entry of x by its q power, it being
ssumed that this operation mps G onto itself. Here q is power of p, the
characteristic of k, ad is ssumed to be greter tha 1. From the rules of
differentiation, the differential t y 1 of the mup y -- y(y- is the sme s
that of y -- y, hence is surjective. It follows that the map covers aa open set
in G. The sume holds for the map z .---> zgaz- with g aa urbitrary element of
G. Since G is connected, it is irreducible as aa lgebraic set [7, Exp. 3]. Thus
the preceding open sets intersect" yzy- zgzz- for some y, z. Then g x
with x z-y, which proves (A), ia this special case.
Aa immediate consequence of (A) is that if i is any inner automorphism,

then i is conjugate to z if g xox-, then i i "-. For the study of
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